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A genetics model of Moran}which includes the Bernoulli]Laplace urn as a
special case}is examined to give a picture of the model's fluctuation theory and
asymptotics as the number of states grows large, with particular attention to the
time of passage between extreme states. These passage times are shown to have
means which grow exponentially with the number of states, and when normalised
converge weakly to an exponential distribution. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We will consider here a number of related Markov processes and their
behaviour, with emphasis particularly on what occurs when the state space
becomes very large. It will be observed that these processes spend most of
their time in ``typical'' states, with infrequent visits to so-called ``extreme''
states our main concern. Some light is shed on the fluctuation theory of
these processes when the number of degrees of freedom allowed grows
large.
w xMoran 32 suggested a simple genetics model incorporating mutation:
in a population of fixed size N, each individual may be of gamete type A1
or A . As usual, let events in the process occur after random times2
T , T q T , . . . , where the T are independent, exponentially distributed1 1 2 i
with
P T ) t s exp yNm t , t g Rq, i s 1, 2, . . . , .  .i
with m a positive constant. At each event two individuals are chosen at
random with replacement; the first dies and is replaced by another whose
type depends probabilistically on that of the second chosen}here we are
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concerned with mutation models. After initial duplication, we let g be the1
probability that an A type offspring mutates to an A type, and g the2 1 2
probability of the opposite mutation.
Moran's model can clearly be seen to be a birth and death process see,
w x.e.g., 23 with birth rates
i i i
b s Nm 1 y 1 y g q 1 y g .i 2 1 /  / /N N N
and death rates
i i i
d s Nm g q 1 y 1 y g .i 2 1 / /N N N
for the population consisting of the A types for 0 F i F N. It is conve-1
 .nient to assume or else re-scale time to enforce it that m s 1rN, so that
events occur with rate one. For further details of this model, including
w xgeneralisations, see 13, 24, 25, 27 .
There are two special cases of Moran's model of particular interest here:
 w x.the case g s g s 1r2 is the Ehrenfest urn model see, e.g., 6 while1 2
when g s g s 1 the resulting process is identical to the Bernoulli]1 2
 w x.Laplace urn model see, e.g., 17, pp. 378]379 , a simple diffusion model
consisting of two urns, urn I containing N red balls and urn II, N black; at
each time n s 0, 1, . . . , a ball is chosen at random from each urn and the
two interchanged. This process is a Markov chain at two levels:
2 N .  .the ``full'' or ``microscopic'' description with states representingN
all the possible configurations of N red and N black balls, and a
 .``reduced'' or ``macroscopic'' description with N q 1 states 0, 1, . . . , N
counting the number of black balls in urn I. The transition matrix for the
 .reduced description is given by P s p wherei, j
2p s irN , .i , iy1
p s 2 i N y i rN 2 , .i , i
2p s N y i rN , . .i , iq1
< <p s 0 if i y j ) 1,i , j
for i s 0, 1, . . . , N. The Bernoulli]Laplace urn has been suggested for
w xmodelling Piaget and Inhelder's ``randomisation board'' 34 , a device for
measuring a child's concept of randomness.
The random variable of principle interest here is the time of first
passage between the most extreme states, denoted by T in discrete time,0 N
Äand T in continuous time, which corresponds to the time taken for all0 N
the black balls to be in urn I, having started in urn II. In Section 2 we
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consider the behaviour of the mean of this passage time as the number of
balls N increases, while Section 3 contains corresponding results for the
more general genetics model, where ``extreme states'' are states when one
gamete type completely dominates. Two themes underlie both cases:
exponential growth of mean passage times with the number of degrees of
freedom, and asymptotic exponentiality of passage times. Finally, Section 4
includes some comments of interest.
Essential to the theory of the transition probabilities of Moran's model
 .and hence the Bernoulli]Laplace urn is a class of orthogonal polynomi-
 .  .als, known as the Hahn polynomials Q x s Q x, a , a , N , which sat-i i 1 2
isfy the difference equation
yi i q a q a q 1 Q x .  .1 2 i
s x N q a y x Q x y 1 .  .2 i
q N y 1 y x a q 1 q x Q x q 1 .  .  .1 i
y x N q a y x q N y 1 y x a q 1 q x Q x .  .  .  . .2 1 i
for i s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 and all complex x, and are orthogonal on the
lattice z wherek
z s k k q a q a q 1 .k 1 2
w xfor k s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1. See 3, 19 for more details. The transition proba-
 .bilities p t in Moran's model satisfy the following spectral representationi j
 w x.see 24, 25, 27
N m 1 y g y g z t .1 2 k
p t s p exp y Q z Q z c , .  .  .i j j i k j k k /Nks0
where p s b b ??? b rd ??? d , andj 0 1 jy1 1 j
N
G a q 1 /  .k 2
c sk G a q 1 G a q a q 1N q a q a q k q 1  .  .1 1 21 2 /k
G a q k q 1 G a q a q k q 1 2k q a q a q 1 .  .  .1 1 2 1 2
=
G a q k q 1 G k q 1 a q a q 1 .  .  .2 1 2
 . c s 1 is the appropriate orthogonalisation constant for when g q g0 1 2
.- 1
Ngk
a s y 1, k s 1, 2.k 1 y g q g . .1 2
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2. THE BERNOULLI]LAPLACE URN
The following is a Bernoulli]Laplace analogue of a theorem of Bingham
w x w x6 , some aspects of which had essentially appeared earlier 5; 31, Sect. 3 .
Ä .  . It should be noted that E T s E T its continuous time counter-0 N 0 N
. w xpart by a simple embedding argument 29 .
 .THEOREM. Let m [ E T be the expected first passage time between0 N 0 N
states 0 and N in the Bernoulli]Laplace urn model. Then as N ª `
2 N ’ .i m ; 2 r p N ;0 N
 .  .ii T rm ª E 1 in distribution,0 N 0 N
 .where E 1 denotes the unit mean exponential distribution.
 . w xProof. i Keilson 28 shows that the expected time for a birth and
death process}with birth rates b and death rates d }to produce Ni i
individuals can be written
Ny1 n1ÄE T s p , .  0 N jb pn nns0 js0
 .  .where now p s C b b ??? b r d d ??? d , C a constant makingj 0 1 jy1 1 2 j
N w x p s 1. Considering first the Ehrenfest urn case 6 , thenjs0 j
N y n nN NyN Nb s , p s 2 , b s , 2 p sn n Nyn Nyn /  /n nN N
so that
Ny1 n1
E T s p . .  0 N jb pn n0 js0
As we shall see, the dominant contribution in the above double summation
occurs when n is close to N, for it is then that 1rb p is large and n pn n js0 j
nears unity.
LEMMA. In the Ehrenfest urn model
E T ; 2 N as N ª `. .0 N
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 4Proof. Since p : j s 0, 1, . . . , N specifies a probability mass function,j
 .for all e ) 0 there exist N and d s d ) 0 such that for all N G Ne e e
p - e and p - e . j j
j-d N Nyd NFjFN
Now Keilson's formula gives
n1
E T s q q p .    0 N j / b pn nn-d N d NFnFNyd N Nyd N-n-N js0
s q q  1 2 3
say. On defining d as
1
d [  b pj jj-d N
1 1 1
Ns 2 1 q q q ??? q
N y 1N y 1 N y 1 0 /  /1 2  /w xdN
we have
4
N d N2 - - 2 1 q .  /N y 1
Clearly we see that
d ; 2 N .
d  . d dAlso, 0 -  - e and similarly it follows that 1 y e  -  -  , so1 3
1 y e d - q - 1 q e d . 1 .  .  .   1 3
Now, notice that 0 F  F  where2 d
1
[ . d b pj jdNFjFNyd N
 .In the range of summation d F b s N y j rN F 1 y d , we have 1rb Fj j
 N .1rd , so to show that  s o 2 it is enough to demonstrate thatd
1
Ns o 2 . .
p jdNFjFNyd N
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yN N .Equivalently, since p s 2 , for all d ) 0 we need as N ª ` thatjj
y1
N s o 1 . 2 .  .  /j
dNFjFNyd N
N N y1 .  .The smallest value of }and hence the largest value of }is at thej j
N y1 N N y1 .  .  .end, . By Stirling's formula, is exponentially large, sow x w x w xNd Nd Nd
 .is exponentially small, and as there are less than N terms, 2 follows with
ease. Hence
s o d . 3 . . d
 .  .The lemma now follows on combining 1 and 3 .
In the Bernoulli]Laplace case, we have that
2N y n N 2 NNb s , p s ,n n  /  /  / / n N y n NN
2 2n 2 NNb s , p sNyn Nyn2  /  /n NN
and so an argument identical to that in the lemma leads here to
1 1 12 Nd s 1 q q q ??? q 2 2 2 /N N y 1N y 1 N y 1 0 /  /1 2  /w xdN
2 N
; , /N
2 N .  .whence E T ; as N ª `. An application of Stirling's formula0 N N
now gives the result.
 .ii On noting the birth]death nature of the chain, asymptotic expo-
w x w xnentiality follows from 29, Chap. 8 , and is a general phenomenon 2 .
w x  .Remarks. From 23, p. 522 it follows that the Laplace transform F si j
 .  .of the first passage time from state i to state j ) i is R ys rR ysi j
  .4where R ? is the system of polynomials related to the process, herei
being the Hahn polynomials. Hence the asymptotic exponentiality amounts
 .  .in this case to a linear Taylor series approximation: Q e s Q 0 qN N
X  .  . X  .  X  ..e Q 0 q o e and with e s srQ 0 we have Q srQ 0 ; 1 q s giv-N N N N
 ysT0 N r m 0 N .  .  .ing that E e ; 1r 1 q s , the Laplace transform of the E 1
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 . w xdistribution. An alternative proof of ii follows from 20, Chap. 6 where
we find a necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic exponen-
tiality in birth and death processes via a criterion on the coefficients of a
w xrelated family of orthogonal polynomials. Soloviev 35 gives an approxi-
mate expression for the maximum absolute discrepancy between the first
passage distribution and the appropriate exponential law up to an arbitrary
time}a useful result in reliability theory.
 .The approximation in i is good even for N comparatively small}for
60 .example, m r s 1.0012. For values of m , the generating function0, 30 0 N30
of T for cases up to N s 30, and a formula for the Laplace]Stieltjes0 N
w xtransform of T , see 15 .0 N
3. MORAN'S MODEL
The general Moran model permits a similar analysis to the
Bernoulli]Laplace case. We restrict attention to the cases where mutation
 .rates are small so g q g - 1, g , g ) 0 }which has the most interest1 2 1 2
biologically. However, the g will be fixed from below, rather than decreas-i
ing as the population size N increases.
w  .xThe stationary distribution is given in 16, p. 86, Eq. 3.41 to be
G A q i G B y i .  .N
p s p ,i 0  /i G A G B .  .
where
Ng N 1 y g .1 2
A s ; B s
1 y g y g 1 y g y g1 2 1 2
and
G N 1 y g r 1 y g y g G N g q g r 1 y g y g .  .  .  . .  .2 1 2 1 2 1 2
p s .0 G Nr 1 y g y g G Ng r 1 y g y g .  . .  .1 2 1 1 2
w  .x  .  .From 16, Eq. 3.44 the law p is approximately of beta form, B a , bi
with a s 2 Ng and b s 2 Ng both large. So there is significant contribu-1 2
tion only near the ends of the range i s 0, 1, . . . , N, 1rp being ofi
``inverted-U'' shape.
 . .Now the birth rate b is a perturbation of the parabola irN 1 y irNi
in irN, so once again b p is small for i near the ends of the range,i i
making those 1rb p terms dominant. As before, Keilson's formula fori i
 .E T applies, and by an argument analogous to that in the proof of the0 N
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lemma in the previous section, the ``inner sums''  are negligible com-d
pared with the ``outer sums'' d. The end term on the right dominates, so
that again we obtain
1
E T ; . .0 N b pNy1 Ny1
It is not hard to show that p ; p , and soN 0
g g1 1
p ; p ; pNy1 N 01 y g 1 y g2 2
which leads to the statement
g1
b p ; p .Ny1 Ny1 0N
It remains to evaluate p using Stirling's formula four times; the con-0
stants, exponentials, and powers of N cancel to give that
 .  .yN 1yg r 1yg yg y1r22 1 2E T ; N 1 y g .  .0 N 2
=
 .  .yN g qg r 1yg yg y1r2 Ng r1yg yg .y1r21 2 1 2 1 1 2g q g g . .1 2 1
4. COMPLEMENTS
Weak Con¨ergence of Orthogonal Polynomials. The asymptotics of the
results above regarding dual Hahn polynomials are relevant to in fact,
. w xmotivated a more general study by Van Assche 36 on weak convergence
of orthogonal polynomials using spectral theory of infinite Jacobi matrices.
Large De¨iations. Asymptotic exponentiality is also observed in the
setting of the Friedlin]Wentzell theory of large deviations of randomly
w xperturbed dynamical systems 18 , and for the same reason: the system
spends most of its time in typical, or ``central,'' states, wandering into
unusual states only occasionally. Large-deviation theory yields logarithmic
asymptotics}asymptotics for the logarithms of probabilities of rare events
}while our more detailed analysis yields asymptotics for the probabilities
themselves. A treatment of large-deviation theory for certain Markov
w xchain models is given by Morrow and Sawyer 33 , their motivating exam-
ple being the Wright]Fisher model of population genetics. This is a
relative of the Moran model we consider; for a detailed treatment of both
w xmodels, see Ewens 16 .
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The Poisson Clumping Heuristic. A clever heuristic argument with a
virtually limitless set of applications which treats the occupation times of a
random process in ``rare'' sets as random mosaic processes is explained by
w x  .Aldous 2 . A mosaic process or Boolean model consists of random points
y, dispersed in R N by a Poisson process of rate l per unit volume, together
 4with a random set process C s C , i s 0, 1, . . . of independent andi
identically distributed closed sets of finite mean volume EC. The mosaic
process is the union of the clumps y q C , where each y is randomlyy
assigned a set C from C. The y's are called the centres of the process andy
w xl is the clump rate. Hall 21 examines such processes in general settings.
The sojourns in extreme sets of many random processes can be de-
scribed by sparse random mosaics in a suitable dimension, at least to a
good approximation. Here interest will focus on mean passage times for
1  1.Markov chains, where the mosaic process is on R or possibly Z and
 4volumes reduce to lengths. If X is a real-valued Markov process att
stationarity and A a ``rare'' set for this process, let T be the first hittingA
 .time for this set. By the heuristic, if p A is small then T is approxi-A
 .mately exponentially distributed with mean ECrp A , provided the pro-
cess does not start very close to A. Often the mean sojourn time in A of
X can be approximated by the total time spent in A by some transientt
process whose behaviour mimics that of X locally close to A.t
Consider a birth and death process with one-step transition probabilities
w .p s l and p s m ; choose N sufficiently large that p N, ` isi, iq1 i i, iy1 i
small. Under mild smoothness conditions on the l and m , the behaviouri i
around N can be modelled by the random walk with p s l andi, iq1 N
p s m . For any such walk, the expected time spent in N, starting ini, iy1 N
 .y1N, is m y l . This being an estimate of EC, the heuristic providesN N
the result that
1
E T f . .N m y l p .N N N
For the examples considered here the Ehrenfest and Bernoulli]Laplace
.urns , if N is the most extreme state, l s 0 and m s 1 so that as NN N
grows large
E T ; py1 .0 N N
as is observed.
w xMean Transition Times. Following 7 on the Ehrenfest urn case, we say
 .the Bernoulli]Laplace urn in discrete time is in state E k s 0, 1, . . . , Nk
if urn I contains k red balls, and let T be the time required for thek
 . .2transition from E to E . Since T s 1 with probability N y k rN ,k kq1 k
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X  . 2 XT q 1 with probability 2k N y k rN , and 1 q T q T with probabil-k ky1 k
 .2  X .ity krN T being an i.i.d. copy of T we obtain the following recursivek k
 .  .formula for e s E T e s 1 :k k 0
k 2 k 2 2k
e y e s q q 1, e s 1.k ky1 02 2 / N y k .N y k N y k .  .
This is a non-homogeneous first order difference equation for k s
w1, 2, . . . , N y 1. Any such equation has a solution, so following Jordan 22,
xpp. 583]584 we find
2 22ky1 ky1 ii q 1 N j q 1 .  .
e s ? 1 q .  k 2 2 2 / /N y i q 1 N y i q 1 N y j q 1is0 js0 .  .  .is1
Summing e over k from 0 to N y 1 gives m of Section 2. Summationk 0 N
 .over k s 0 to Nr2 for N even provides an exact result for the mean first
passage time from an ``extreme'' to a ``central'' state.
w xTime to Stationarity. In the terminology of 1 , the random walk here is
``rapidly mixing,'' that is, the time to reach stationarity is of the order of
n  .the logarithm of the number of states. Distance of the distribution P say
of the process after n jumps to the stationary distribution p can be
measured by the ¨ariation distance defined by
1
n n5 5P y p [ P j y p j . .  .2 j
1w x  .In 12 it is shown that if n s N log N q aN a G 0 a constant then for4
5 n 5 y2 aa universal constant b, P y p F be and that after fewer steps
1n5 5P y p is very close to unity, its maximum value. In this sense N log N4
switches suffice, at which point the so-called cut-off phenomena is ob-
w xserved; the analogous result for the Ehrenfest case appears in 11 .
w x n .Donnelly et al. 14 adopt an approach comparing the ratio of P j and
 .p j for each j, one of a number of alternatives to variation distance.
Generalisations. The Bernoulli]Laplace urn with R red balls and N y
w xR black balls is considered in 12 , where the applications to ``R sets of an
 4N set'' are noted. If X is the set of subsets of 1, 2, . . . , N containing R
 4elements then a random walk can be induced on X : starting at 1, 2, . . . , R
pick an element from the present set and one from its complement and
 . < <switch the two around. Using the metric D x, y s R y x l y we have a
nearest neighbour random walk on X, and convergence to the stationary
law}the uniform distribution}naturally occurs at the same rate as for
the corresponding Bernoulli]Laplace model.
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The three urn Bernoulli]Laplace model has N red balls, N white, and
N black. At each turn, two urns are chosen at random, a ball is randomly
taken from each, and the two exchanged. Little work has been done
regarding this model, mainly because the associated homogeneous space
 w x .S rS = S = S is not a Gelfand pair see 10 for a definition of this ,3 N N N N
although a treatment along the lines of Moran's model with three gamete
types is possible.
A two-parameter generalisation to the Ehrenfest urn model has been
w xsuggested in 30 . Recurrence relations for the mean first passage times
between two arbitrary states are found, the method being applicable to any
Markov chain with a tri-diagonal transition matrix. The model is extended
w xfurther still by Dette 9 , who allows the transition probabilities to be
quadratic in i, the present state. He also gives explicit expressions for
w xmean passage times, essentially using the Karlin and McGregor 23 result
 .noted after the proof of ii . In principle his ideas hold for all chains with
countably infinite state spaces. A variant on the original Ehrenfest urn
 . w xwhere r 1 F r - N balls are exchanged at each turn is considered in 37 ,
where the stationary distribution is seen to be the same as for the usual
r s 1 model.
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